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Abstract
Pose estimation is a common problem in computer vision. The pose is the
combination of the position and orientation of a particular object relative to some
reference coordinate system. The pose estimation problem involves determining the
pose of an object from one or multiple images of the object. This problem often
arises in the area of robotics. It is necessary to determine the pose of an object
before it can be manipulated by the robot. In particular, this research focuses on
pose estimation for initialization of position-based visual servoing.
A closely related problem is the correspondence problem. This is the problem
of finding a set of features from the image of an object that can be identified as the
same feature from a model of the object. Solving for pose without known corre-
spondence is also refered to as the simultaneous pose and correspondence problem,
and it is a lot more difficult than solving for pose with known correspondence.
This thesis explores a number of methods to solve the simultaneous pose and
correspondence problem, with focuses on a method called SoftPOSIT. It uses the
idea that the pose is easily determined if correspondence is known. It first produces
an initial guess of the pose and uses it to determine a correspondence. With the
correspondence, it determines a new pose. This new pose is assumed to be a
better estimate, thus a better correspondence can be determined. The process is
repeated until the algorithm converges to a correspondence pose estimate. If this
pose estimate is not good enough, the algorithm is restarted with a new initial
guess.
An improvement is made to this algorithm. An early termination condition
is added to detect conditions where the algorithm is unlikely to converge towards
a good pose. This leads to an reduction in the runtime by as much as 50% and
improvement in the success rate of the algorithm by approximately 5%.
The proposed solution is tested and compared with the RANSAC method and
simulated annealing in a simulation environment. It is shown that the proposed
solution has the potential for use in commercial environments for pose estimation.
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Pose estimation is a common problem in computer vision. The pose is the combi-
nation of the position and orientation of an object. Thus, pose estimation is the
process of determining the position and the orientation of a particular object with
respect to a known frame of reference.
Pose estimation is often performed by comparing features found in a model
and features detected in an image of the target. How the features of the model
correspond with the features in the image is usually unknown. The problem of
finding this correspondence is known as the correspondence problem. Pose esti-
mation without this correspondence is also known as the simultaneous pose and
correspondence problem.
This problem often arises in the area of robotics[18]. For a robotic arm to
perform any manipulation on a target object, it is necessary to know both the
position and orientation of the object. This pose may be fixed or known, which is
often the case in an assembly line. However, if there happens to be any error in
the pose, the operation may fail. As such, it is often desirable to have a feedback
system that can determine the pose of an object.
Another application lies in the area of mobile robots[21][25]. A mobile robot is
not fixed in a particular position and the pose of the target object is often unknown.
It will be necessary to first determine the pose before the robot can navigate to the
target and perform any desired operation.
1.1 Motivation
Feedback from sensors is often required if high tolerance and flexibility is desired
in an autonomous system. The use of visual images as the feedback for a control
system is a technique known as visual servoing.
Visual servoing can generally be classified into two categories: image-based
visual servoing(IBVS) and position-based visual servoing(PBVS). The control of
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IBVS is based on the error between the current and desired feature on the image
plane and does not involve any pose estimation of the target. As such, this thesis
is not applicable to IBVS. Reader are referred to Chaumette and Hutchinson[4][5]
for more details.
PBVS on the other hand tracks the pose of a target object with a known model
over time and has been successfully demonstrated by researchers such as Wilson et
al.[33]. Such a system requires the knowledge of the initial pose of the target. It then
applies an extended Kalman filter on new images from the camera to update the
pose of the target over time. However, without a good initial pose, the system will
be unable to find a new pose of the object, creating a chicken-and-egg problem. This
thesis focuses on solving the problem of obtaining a pose to be used as initialization
for PBVS.
It is not necessary to achieve real time performance. However, it is impractical if
the initialization requires too much time. Therefore, a time limit has to be imposed.
Past researchers have mainly focused on the performance of an approach in terms
of their chance of finding a good pose with little regard to the time required to
retrieve such pose. This thesis analysed a few approaches and focused on their
performance under a time constraint. Improvements are also proposed to reduce
the time requirements on the methods.
1.2 Outline
The thesis is divided into the following chapters. The basic problem and some of
the previous work are described in the Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 begins to describe the proposed solution by first tackling the subprob-
lem of solving for pose estimation when the correspondences between the features
are known. Some preliminary tests are performed to justify the reason of further
research on the proposed method.
Chapter 4 provides the complete proposed solutions. It focuses on the Soft-
POSIT method, but also describes the RANSAC and the simulated annealing
methods. These solutions are tested against each other and compared in Chap-
ter 5.





The pose estimation problem involves finding the relative position and the orien-
tation between the target object frame, O, and a global coordinate frame. In this
thesis, the global frame will be taken as the camera frame, C. For this research,
the camera frame will be located at the focal point of the camera with the negative
z-axis representing the direction in which the camera is pointing.
This problem can also be viewed as solving for the transformation between two
3D frames. In the 3D space, the transformation has 6 degrees of freedom, 3 for





, and the rotation can be described by a rotation matrix,
R. Figure 2.1 shows the effect of this transformation.
Figure 2.1: Effect of transformation
The rotation matrix, R, is a 3 × 3 orthogonal matrix with determinant equals
to 1. Thus, it satisfied the constraints
RTR = I,
det(R) = 1 (2.1)
3
where I is the 3× 3 identity matrix[29].







Each of these vectors is a unit vector in the direction of the coordinate axes of the
object frame when they are expressed in the camera frame.
Suppose there is a set of m feature points in the 3 dimensional space, PO =[
PO1 P
O
2 · · · POm
]
, in the object frame representing the model. Let PC =[
PC1 P
C
2 · · · PCm
]





















i + T (2.3)






TPOi + Tz (2.4)
The goal is to solve for R and T by analyzing a single image of the object taken
by the camera.
2.2 Camera Model
The features used to describe the target object are in 3D, while the projection of a
feature found in the image is in 2D. The pinhole camera model is used to define the
projection of the 3D coordinates of the object features with respect to the camera
frame to the 2D coordinates found in the image. This transformation from the 3D
coordination to the 2D coordinate is also called a perspective projection.
Figure 2.2: Ideal pinhole camera model
The pinhole camera model maps a 3D point onto a 2D plane with a straight














, as shown in Figure








where f is the focal length of the camera and can be obtained through camera
calibration.












This transformation is non-linear, adding another layer of difficulty to the problem.
2.3 Feature Selection
To further explore the methods of solving the pose estimation problem, one must
be able to model the target object. The object is assumed known a priori. It is
usually described by a set of features, and a feature is any descriptor of a shape.
For example, a common feature is a point. An object can be described with a
set of points which indicates the location of the corners found in that object. The
triangle in Figure 2.3 can be described by the set {(0,0,1), (0,1,0), (1,0,0)}. A point
can also represents the centroid of a hole or perhaps an apex of a curve. Another
feature that is commonly used is a line, which is used to represent an edge of the
object.
Figure 2.3: A triangle in 3D space
For a feature to be useful, it must be possible for the feature to be reliably
measured from one or multiple images. A point feature used to represent a corner
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can be measured using a corner detection algorithm such as the curvature scale
space corner detector[14]. A line can be measured using an edge detector, such as
Canny[3], and combined with Hough transform[11].
In a realistic scenario, the image is not perfect. Some of the features from
the model may be blocked from the view of the camera, and this is known as
occlusion. The feature detection algorithm may detect features that are not part
of the model, and these extra spurious features are called clutter. The image will
always be affected by noise and the image processing algorithm may be reliable. All
these factors will contribute to the selection of features used for pose estimation.
(a) A rectangle occluded by a circle (b) Opaque points are likely to be de-
tected
Figure 2.4: A situation where using lines may be more advantageous to using points
as features
Comparing points with lines, point features have an advantage in terms of speed.
Point features are simpler than lines and allows operations such as rotation and
translation to be performed in a shorter time. However, points are easily occluded
and spurious points may generated when occlusion occurs. Figure 2.4 is used to
illustrate this point. Figure 2.4(a) shows a scenario where one corner of a rectangle
is occluded by a circle. Suppose the rectangle is an image of the target model. The
opaque points in 2.4(b) are points that are likely to be detected. Notice X and
Y would be detected instead of A and those two points do not correspond to any
features in the rectangle. If a line is used, the line BX and CY will be detected,
which can be used to match the corresponding line in the model. The performance
of the two feature classes for the algorithm of interest in this thesis will be compared
in this thesis.
2.4 Pose Estimation with Correspondence
To properly formulate the problem, consider the situation where there are 2 sets of












2 · · · p′m
]
. Assume
it is known that each point, p′i, in the 2D set is the image of P
O
i in the 3D set.
Let the 3D point set, PC, be the points PO with respect to the camera frame
instead of the model frame. Thus PC and PO are related by Equation 2.3. The
rotation, R, and the translation, T are unknown. Let p =
[
p1 p2 · · · pm
]
be
the projection of the PC onto the image plane. Thus, points between PC and p
are related by Equation 2.5.
Figure 2.5 shows an image of the cube and the projection of the model. The
grey cube is part of the image and the detected points would be denoted as p′. The
wire-frame is the projection of the model of a given pose. Since the pose may not
be accurate, the wire-frame and the image may not overlap. The features on the
wire-frame is denoted by p.
Figure 2.5: Image of a cube with the projection of the model
Now, an error vector, E =
[
e1 e2 · · · em
]
, can be defined between p and p′.
The error may be any distance measure between the two points and the square of
the Euclidean distance is commonly used. This would give:
ei = ||pi − p′i||2 (2.7)
The pose estimation problem is now reduced to finding R and T such that ||E|| is
minimized, where R satisfies the constraints in Equation 2.1.
2.5 The Correspondence Problem
Unfortunately, the correspondence between the features is usually not known. When
features are detected from the image, there is usually no indication whether a de-
tected feature is created by the object or which feature of the object it belongs
to. This leads to a closely related to the pose estimation problem known as the
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correspondence problem. It is the process of finding out which features in a set
correspond to a feature in another set.
If the pose of the target is known, the correspondence problem becomes trivial.
One can simply project the model onto the image plane and associate each projected
model feature to the closest image feature to determine the correspondence. On the
other hand, pose estimation is also much simpler if the correspondence is known as
it becomes much simpler to judge whether a pose is good or not. In the scenario
where both feature sets are in the 3D space, pose estimation with correspondence
can be solved with a closed form solution using quarternion[16] and orthogonal
matrices [17][32]. For the purpose of visual servoing, the model feature set is in
3D while image feature set is in 2D. This problem is more complicated than a 3D-
to-3D or a 2D-to-2D case due to the non-linearity introduced by the perspective
transformation of the camera.
The problem of pose estimation without correspondence is also known as the
simultaneous pose and correspondence problem. This is the focus of this thesis.
2.6 Related Work
The simultaneous pose estimation and correspondence problem has been the focus
of a number of researchers throughout the years. One motivation to solve this
problem is to allow for greater flexibility for the initialization of feature-based visual
servoing. Once the initial pose is found, subsequent pose can be tracked using
Extended Kalman Filter as shown by Wilson et. al. [33].
The pose estimation problem is a much simpler problem if the correspondence
is known. As mentioned previously, a 3D-to-3D or 2D-to-2D case can be solved
using quarternion[16] or orthogonal matrices [17][32]. In a 3D-to-2D scenario, the
perspective transformation needs to be considered. Fishcler and Bolles[12] coined
the term Perspective-n-Point problem (or PnP problem) when there is n number
of points. The closed form solutions for the P3P problem have been formulated by
Dementhon et. al.[9] and Fishcler et. al.[12]. The P3P problem is important as
it is the lowest value of n which has a limited number of solutions. For a higher
number of n, an iterative approach is proposed by Lowe [19] using Gauss-Newton
Method and by Dementhon [10] with the POSIT method. Both of these methods
will be further discuss in this thesis.
Of course, the correspondence between features are usually unknown. A num-
ber of researchers only consider the 3D-to-3D or 2D-to-2D scenarios. Some of these
researchers focus on the spatial relationship and attempt to find the pose without
introducing the concept of correspondence. Barrow et al.[1] introduced chamfer
matching to minimize the distance between line features. Hong and Tan[15] pro-
posed the use of a canonical form which allows for an affine transformation on the
object rather than just translations and rotations. The canonical form proposed
by Hong and Tan is a type of hash function for objects in the 2D plane. It allow
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the pose to be calculated very efficient in O(n) time, but is unable to handle cases
where the number of features in the model is different from the number of features
in the image.
Other researchers uses the spatial relationship between the features as the con-
straints to the problem and focus on finding the correspondence. Scott and Longuet-
Higgins[27] uses singular value decomposition to find the correspondence by min-
imizing distance between two point sets. Their method does not handle rotation
well. Shapiro and Brady[28] improved upon their method to handle rotation bet-
ter by considering the intra-spatial relation between two point sets instead of the
inter-spatial relation within the set. However, it still does not function well when
the number of features between model and the image greatly differs.
There are also methods which consider both the spatial relationship and the cor-
respondence. Gold et. al.[13] proposed the SoftAssign method which alternatively
solves for the pose and the correspondence. Chui and Rangarajan[6] proposed the
robust point matching algorithm which allows for non-rigid object. The iterative
closest point algorithm[2] and its variants[26] are often used in 3D-to-3D pose es-
timation. These methods are similar in the way they attempt to solve for the pose
and the correspondence individually. They solve the correspondence by assuming
certain pose and solve the pose from the correspondence. They mainly differs in
the way the correspondence is solved.
All above mentioned methods only work when both the image features set and
the model feature set are in the same dimensional space, but studying those methods
may give insight on solving the 3D-to-2D pose estimation problem. Some 3D-to-2D
pose estimation methods are based on methods that only works for feature sets in
the same dimensional space.
One approach to the 3D-to-2D pose estimation and correspondence problem is
the hypothesis-and-test approach, which assumes certain correspondence between
a small subset of the data. A pose is calculated from this correspondence, and
then the pose is tested for correctness. The RANSAC method[12] is a well-known
example of such approach and its effectiveness will be examined in this thesis.
Lowe[20] proposed the use of scale invariant feature transform (SIFT) to allow for
easier correspondence, but only performs well for models with complex texture.
Dementhon created the SoftPOSIT method[8] which is based on their original
POSIT method[10] and the SoftAssign method proposed by Gold et. al.[13]. The
SoftAssign method is used for solving pose estimation problem when both sets of
data are in the same dimensional space. It alternates between solving the pose
estimation problem and the correspondence problem. The SoftPOSIT method is
based on the same concept, but incorporates the POSIT method such that the
algorithm works for data sets with different dimensions.
Previous researchers mostly focused on whether a method is able to find a good
pose or not without much regards to any time constraints. This thesis will consider
the performance of various methods under a 30 second time limit. The limit is
arbitrary and it simply a time that is considered reasonable for the initialization
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for a real time application. The SoftPOSIT will be the focus of this research. This
method require an initial guess of the pose. Each initial pose may or may not lead
to the correct pose. However, if the correct pose is not found, the algorithm can
be ran again on a different pose. This thesis aims to improve the running time by






The simultaneous pose and correspondence problem is difficult to tackle. One
approach to divide the problem and solve for the pose and the correspondence sep-
arately. The idea is to first assume an initial pose and solve for the correspondence.
Since a pose is assumed, solving for the correspondence becomes relatively simple.
The newly found correspondence will then be used to find a new pose. The assump-
tion is that this new pose will be an improvement over the previous one because a
better correspondence is used. The process is repeated with the hope that the pose
will improve at each iteration until a good one is found. While there is no guarantee
that the correct pose will be achieved, there is a tendency for the algorithm to find
a better pose at each iteration. If the correct pose is not found, the algorithm can
simply be restarted with a different initial pose.
Essentially, by using this method, the simultaneous pose estimation and cor-
respondence problem is separated into two simpler problems. This chapter will
discuss the Gauss-Newton method[19] and the POSIT method[10] of solving pose
estimation when correspondence is given.
3.1 Gauss-Newton Method
Since the goal is to minimize the cost function in Equation 2.7, a logical choice of
algorithm is to use a general optimization technique for non-linear functions. One
such method is the Gauss-Newton Method (GNM) suggested by Lowe[19]. GNM is
a method for solving non-linear least square problems. The general outline of the
algorithm is described below, and how it applies to the pose estimation problem is
described later in this section.
Given m nonlinear residual functions, r1, r2, . . . , rm that depend upon n param-
eters, β =
[
β1 β2 . . . βn
]
, the goal of GNM is to find β such that the sum of




i , is minimum. In the case of pose estimation, the
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residual function, ri, can be the distance between a projected model feature and a
measured feature in the image. The parameters β will represent the pose.
The vector β is set to an initial value and updated based on the residual function





The GNM iterates by updating the parameter vector, β, with the equation
βi+1 = βi −∆, (3.2)
where βi is the value of β in the ith iteration and ∆ is the parameter update vector
which minimizes the 2-norm of the residual
||J∆− r||2 (3.3)
GNM can be derived from the Taylor’s theorem, which states:
r(βi+1) ≈ r(βi)− J∆ (3.4)
Therefore, by minimizing ||r(βi)−J∆||2, ||r(βi+1)||2 is approximated to minimised.
From 3.3, we have:
||J∆− r||2 = (J∆− r)T (J∆− r)
= ∆TJTJ∆−∆TJT r− rTJ∆ + rT r
= ∆TJTJ∆− 2∆TJT rT + rT r (3.5)
Differentiating with respect to ∆ gives:
d||J∆− r||2
d∆
= 2JTJ∆− 2JT r (3.6)
Thus, the residual is minimised when:
2JTJ∆− 2JT r = 0
JTJ∆ = JT r (3.7)
This gives the general outline of the algorithm. First, set the parameters, β, to an
initial value β0. Calculate the residual vector, r and the Jacobian, J. Update β
with Equation 3.2, where ∆ satisfies Equation 3.7. β is updated iteratively until it
converges.
To apply this method to pose estimation, suppose there is a 3D model point
set, PO, and the corresponding 2D points, p′, detected from an image. Let PC
be the transformation of PO into the camera frame with rotation, R, and trans-
lation, T, where R and T represent the pose of the model. Let the 2D point set,
p =
[
p1 p2 · · · pm
]
be the projection of PC onto the image plane. Then the
residual, r, can be defined as a 2m× 1 vector with
r2i−1 = piu − p′iu
r2i = piv − p′iv (3.8)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the residual functions
The residuals in Equation 3.8 represent the horizontal and the vertical distance
respectively between the image points i and the projected model points i. Figure
3.1 illustrate the residual functions.
To calculate the Jacobian, it is necessary to relate the derivatives between a
3D model point and its projection onto the image. Recall Equation 2.5 which is




































Therefore, to determine the partial derivatives of a point in the image plane with
respect to the parameters of transformation, one can simply apply the above equa-
tions on the partial derivatives of the point in 3D space. The parameters used will




, and rotation matrix, R.





























Handling the rotation is more tricky. One method is to represent the rotation is
using Euler angles, but this will make the calculation for the Jacobian difficult as
rotation about one axis is dependent upon the rotation about another axis. To show
this difficulty, suppose the roll-pitch-yaw system is used. R would be represented
by R = RαRβRγ, where
Rγ =




 cos(β) 0 sin(β)0 1 0
− sin(β) 0 cos(β)

Rα =
cos(α) − sin(α) 0sin(α) cos(α) 0
0 0 1
 (3.13)
The yaw(γ), pitch(β) and roll(α) will be used as the parameter, β. Explicitly
multiplying the matrix gives:
R =
cαcβ cαsβsγ − sαcγ cαsβcγ + sαsγsαsβ sαsβsγ + cαcγ sαsβcγ − cαsγ
−sβ cβsγ cβcγ
 (3.14)
where s and c are abbreviation representing the sine and cosine function. Cal-
culating the Jacobian involves differentiating combinations of the sine and cosine
function, making it a time consuming process.
To simplify the computations, method of updating the rotation is modified from
the typical definition used for GNM. Instead of subtracting a number to a certain
parameter as in Equation 3.2, R will be updated by multiplying with 3 rotation
update matrices, Rφ, Rθ and Rψ, giving
Ri+1 = RψRθRφRi (3.15)
where Rφ, Rθ and Rψ are the incremental update about the x, y, and z-axis re-
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spectively in the counterclockwise direction. i.e.
Rφ =




 cos(θ) 0 sin(θ)0 1 0
− sin(θ) 0 cos(θ)

Rψ =
cos(ψ) − sin(ψ) 0sin(ψ) cos(ψ) 0
0 0 1
 (3.16)
φ, θ and ψ are the amount of rotation that should be applied and is calculated








 0 −P̄iz P̄iyP̄iz 0 −P̄ix
−P̄iy P̄ix 0
 (3.17)






































Equations 3.12 and 3.18 allow the Jacobian to be calculated efficiently.
A problem with GNM is the lack of robustness of the method. The algorithm
may not necessarily converge to a local minimum. In comparison, the steepest
descent method has a higher chance of convergence, but the rate of convergence
is slower than GNM. Thus, to improve the chance of convergence, Lowe[19] pro-
posed the used of LevenbergMarquardt algorithm[23]. This method is essentially a
combination of the GNM and the steepest descent method.
In this approach, a weighting matrix, W , is created. W is a diagonal matrix
with elements, wii = 1/σi, where σ
2
i is variance of parameter i. σi can be set based
on prior knowledge of the system and can be set to 1 if the variance is unknown.
This allows a higher weighting to the parameters with higher certainty. The update
equation is changed to finding ∆ such that the following is minimised:
(JTJ + λW )∆ = JT r (3.19)
λ is a variable to control the effect of the weighting matrix. It should be noted that
if W is the identity matrix, a large λ will diminish the effect of JTJ and ∆ will be
in the direction of steepest descent. Thus, this transforms into the steepest descent
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algorithm which is more robust than GNM. Whereas if λ is small, the algorithm
will behave more like GNM. λ is adjusted at each iteration of the GNM. Marquardt
suggested to increase λ by a factor of 10 when divergence occurs and decrease λ by
a factor of 10 when the algorithm is converging[22].
3.1.1 Alternative cost function
The GNM method minimised the sum of the square of the residual. Recall from
Equation 3.8 that the described cost function is the distance measurement in the x
and y direction and they are considered separately. A more intuitive method is to
use one error metric for each point by changing the cost function. A cost function
that can be used is the square of the Euclidean distance between two points. The
residual function for image and object point i becomes:
ri = ||pi − p′i||2 (3.20)




= 2(p′iu − piu)×
du
dβ




Brief testing was performed where the translation is fixed and only the rotation is
varied. Approximately 30% of the test cases did not converge properly when using
the original cost function. Using the new cost function, all test cases converged.
The tests performed was not extensive enough to draw concrete conclusions, but
did indicate improvements in performance when the alternative cost function is
used.
3.2 POSIT
The GNM is a generic algorithm for minimizing nonlinear cost functions. An al-
gorithm that is designed specifically for pose estimation is like to produce better
performance. One such algorithm is the POSIT algorithm proposed by Dementhon
and Davis[10]. The POSIT algorithm stands for Pose from Orthographic Scaling
with ITeration, and the method is explained below.
The transformation is defined by the 3x3 rotation matrix, R, and the 3x1 trans-











where Ri, Rj and Rk are the 3x1 camera coordinate vectors expressed in the object
frame. The vectors satisfy the right-hand rule and thus, the equation
Rk = Ri ×Rj (3.23)
Therefore, it is only necessary to determine Ri and Rj to be able to calculate the
full rotation matrix.
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3.2.1 Scale Orthographic Projection (SOP)
The POSIT algorithm retrieves the pose by calculating the scaled orthographic
projection (SOP) of the model points. The SOP is a model which assumes the
distance between the model and the camera is significantly greater than the size of
the model. This is not necessarily true in the application. The image points that
are retrieved in reality is the perspective projection of the object. However, if it is
possible to determine the SOP of the model, then the pose can be determined easily
as shown in this section. Figure 3.2 is used to illustrate this type of projection.
Figure 3.2: Geometric representation of the SOP








, of the model
with respect to the camera frame, projective transformation transforms PCi into








With SOP, all model points are assumed to have the same distance in the z direction
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Note that the translation vector, T, is also the location of the origin of the model
in the camera frame. Let s = − f
Tz

























These two equations form a linear system with sRi, sTx, sRj and sTy as unknowns.
Each image point gives two equations. Therefore, if 4 or more SOP points are
given, the problem becomes over constrained, and can be solved with standard










s is simply the magnitude of sRi and sRj. Thus
s = ||sRi|| (3.30)
sTx and sTy are solved from the linear system. Therefore, solving for s allows Tx,
Ty to be found. Tz can also be calculated as s = − fTz and Rk = Ri × Rj from
Equation 3.23. Thus, the full transformation is recovered.
3.2.2 Perspective transformation
Knowing the SOP of the model points allows the pose to be recovered. However,
the image of the model provides the perspective projection of the model points
instead. To solve for pose from a true perspective projection, it is necessary to
calculate the locations of the SOP points as follows.
Theorem. The SOP of a model point, pi, and the perspective project of the same
point, p′i, is related by the equation:
piu = piu


























Proof. Consider Figure 3.2 with C being the origin of the camera. pi is the SOP
of PCi and p
′
i is the perspective projection of P
C
i . Consider only the x direction, pu
can be expressed as
pu = p
′
iu + (pu − p
′
iu) (3.34)
Since pu and p
′






, they are related by a
scaling factor of f/Tz, giving
























































Substituting 3.38 into 3.26 gives 3.32. Similar procedures can be followed for the
v direction to give 3.32. Equation 3.38 implies that the SOP of a point can be
calculated if εi is known. Given the SOP, it is then possible to calculate the pose
from 3.26 and 3.27.
3.2.3 The POSIT algorithm
Assuming the value of εi for all i is known, the pose can be retrieved by solving a
set of equations from 3.32. Initially, εi is not known. It can be assumed to be zero
to retrieve an estimate of the pose. With this pose estimate, it will then be possible
to calculate a more accurate value of εi. The equations can be solved iteratively
to achieve progressively more accurate data. The outline of the algorithm is shown
below.
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1. Initialize εi to 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m.
2. Solve for sRi, sTx, sRj and sTz from Equation 3.32.
3. Calculate s by normalizing sRi to solve for Tx, Ty and Tz.
4. Calculate Rk = Ri ×Rj.
5. Update εi with Equation 3.33
6. Repeat from 2 until convergence.
3.3 Comparison between Gauss-Newtown Method
and POSIT
The algorithms are tested using Monte Carlo simulation, which essentially test the
performance of the algorithms using randomly generated scenario[24]. 50 sets of 5
to 15 randomly generated 3D points are created to represent the model. For each
set, a random translation and rotation is created as the pose of the model. The
translation is bounded such that it is within the view of the camera.
The point sets are transformed and projected to create 2D point sets. The
GNM and the POSIT algorithms are applied to the 2D and 3D sets to recover the
transformation, and a successful match is one where the Euclidean distance between
each image feature and the projection of model feature is below a threshold. This
threshold depends on the tolerance level of the visual servoing application that the
pose estimation is used for.
For the GNM, an initial transformation is required and the effect of this trans-
formation is also tested. The initial translation will be set to the actual translation
of the model. This is usually not possible in practice without additional sensors,
which implies the GNM will be able to perform better in this test than it would
in real world environment. For the rotation, a random axis of rotation is chosen.
36 rotation matrices are created using the chosen axis with magnitude of rotation
ranging from 5◦ and 180◦ in 5◦ intervals. This rotation is applied to the actual
rotation of the model and used as the initial transformation. Thus, for each point
set, 36 initial transformations will be applied and tested.
The test is performed on GNM and POSIT. Figure 3.3 shows the success rate
of the GNM method against the error in the initial rotation. The POSIT method
does not require an initial pose estimate, therefore, the data is not shown on the
graph. Testing have shown that the POSIT method is able to achieve retrieve a
correct pose for all 50 sets of points. On the other hand, the performance of GNM
degrades as the initial rotation differs from the correct rotation.
The GNM fails often when it is unable to converge to a pose. Perhaps this can
be solved by using alternative stabilization method. However, this test has already
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Figure 3.3: Success rate for Gauss-Newton method
proven the POSIT to be a much more reliable method. Thus, the final algorithm
should be based on POSIT rather than GNM and it was decided not to invest more





The previous chapter discussed the methods for solving the pose estimation with
correspondence problem. In reality, the correspondence is usually not given. Thus,
a method to solve for the pose without correspondence is required. This is also
known as the simultaneous pose and correspondence problem. A few methods are
presented in this chapter.
4.1 SoftPOSIT Method with Point Features
Gold et. al. [13] has proposed the SoftAssign method for point matching. Their
method, however, only works with 2D-to-2D or 3D-to-3D point matching. Demen-
thon et. al.[8] combines the idea behind the SoftAssign method and POSIT method
to all for 3D-to-2D matching. This section describes the SoftPOSIT method as pro-
posed by Dementhon.
Softassign separates the pose estimation and the correspondence problem. The
correspondence between the feature can be represented by a match matrix. The
match matrix, M, is a zero-one matrix, where Mij = 1 implies a correspondence
between image feature i and model feature j. It must satisfy the constraints that
each entry is either zero or one, and the sum of any rows or columns must be also
be one. The correspondence problem involves finding this match matrix.
Consider Figure 4.1 as an example. On the left of the figure is a model of the
pyramid with its features labelled from 1 to 4. On the right, the is an image of the
pyramid. The corners of the image is also labelled from 1 to 4, but the order is
different from the model. The correspondence matrix, M, for this figure would be
M =

0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
 (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Model of a pyramid and its image
Now consider the case where there are n image points and m model points. Then
the match matrix, M , will be n-by-m matrix. Enforcing the permutation matrix
implies the problem is a discrete problem. By relaxing the constraint, it is possible
to transform this problem into a continuous problem, which is easier to solve as
many optimization methods rely on the data being continuous. Thus, only the
doubly stochastic constraints will be used. A doubly stochastic matrix is one where
the sum of rows and columns has to equal to 1, but the entries in the matrix can be
in the interval [0, 1] instead of strictly one or zero. A high value for Mij indicates
a strong match between model feature j and image feature i. A slack row and
column can be added, transforming M into and n+1-by-m+1 matrix. The slack
rows and columns allow for the possibility of features not having a match. With
a slack column, the correspondence of image feature i that does not belong to the
model can be represented by setting the value in the slack column of row i to 1 and
the rest of the entries in that row 0. The constraints can be expressed as
Mij ∈ [0, 1] , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ m+ 1,
m+1∑
k=1
Mik ≤ 1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
n+1∑
k=1
Mkj ≤ 1 , for 1 ≤ j ≤ m (4.2)
The algorithm begins by assuming a random initial pose represented by R0 for
the rotation and T0 for the translation. With this pose, a projection of the model
can be made. A matrix, d, is calculated, where dij is the distance between image
feature i and model feature k. This matrix, d, indicates the proximity of a model
feature to an image feature given the initial pose. A low value for entry dij implies
model feature i is close to image feature j, which would suggest those two features
are a good match.
The match matrix, M, is calculated from a matrix Q, where Q = exp(−βd).
β is a parameter that starts at a low value and increases for each iteration by
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multiplying with a constant, δ. A high value in Q indicates a strong match between
two features. There are a couple of reasons for creating Q with the exponent. The
first reason is that it makes all the entries positive, which is a necessary condition
to apply the Sinkhorn’s method described later in this section. The second reason
is that as β increases, the exponent increases the difference between two pairs of
matches when the distance is different. At the beginning of the algorithm when β
is low, entries Q will be close to 1 even if the distance between two features are
large. This means a model feature will be equally matched with a number of image
features. As β increases, the values in Q will decrease rapidly unless dij is close to
0. Therefore, as the algorithm progresses, a model feature will have to be very close
to an image feature for it to have any significance towards the pose estimation.
As the matrix Q is an indicator of how well a pair of feature matches, a high
value of Qij should result in a high value of Mij. However, a feature might have
similar distance to a number of other features. This is the reason why the binary
constraints for M is relaxed. The strength of how well a pair of features are matched
can be indicated by a value in the interval [0, 1] instead of a binary value of 0 and
1. The doubly stochastic constraints needs to be maintained such that a feature
does not have higher significance in the pose estimation stage simply because it
has a closer proximity to more image features. As a result, M should be a doubly







This can be performed with the Sinkhorn’s method[30] as proposed by Sinkhorn.
The method repeatedly normalizes the rows and the columns a matrix and is proven
to converge. This method has the following form:
1. Set M0 to Qij






, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n






, for j = 1, 2, · · · ,m
4. Repeat from 2 until M converges. i.e. until ||Mk −Mk−1|| is small.
The match matrix provides the weighting to use when solving for the pose using
the POSIT method. Recall that a linear system can be created from Equation
3.32. For the POSIT method, the linear system is solved using standard least
square minimization method. For the SoftPOSIT method, the match matrix is use
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to assign a weighting for each equation in the system. Therefore, this becomes a














































where M ′j =
∑n
i=1Mij. Appendix A provides more details about the weighted least
square minimization problem.
Obtaining the match matrix allows a new pose to be calculated using the Soft-
POSIT method, which in turns will update Q. Given a new Q, the Sinkhorn’s
method can be used to obtain a new M. β is increased in each iteration. The
process is repeated until a satisfactory result is found or β reaches its final value.
The entire algorithm is presented below:
1. Initialize β ← β0, T← T0, R← R0,
2. Apply transformation of R and T to the model and project model points onto
the image plane
3. Compute d and Q = exp(−βd)
4. Apply the Sinkhorn’s method
(a) Set M0ij to Qij










(d) Repeat from (b) until M converges
5. Solve for sRi, sTx, sRj and sTz from Equation 4.5
6. Calculate s by normalizing sRi to solve for Tx, Ty and Tz
7. Calculate Rk = Ri ×Rj
8. Update εi with Equation 3.33
9. Update β ← β × δβ
10. Repeat from 2 until β ≥ βf
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The constants used in the algorithm are found through testing. It depends on
the magnitudes of the values obtained during for the distance measurement. A high
value of β indicates the confidence in the correctness of the pose. It should start
at a low value, but should be high enough such that the entries in Q are not all
close to 1 whether or not the features are close to each other. If the starting value
is too low, then the initial pose will become meaningless and most of the initial
poses will result in the same final pose when the algorithm converge. On the other
hand, if the starting value is too high, the algorithm will often run into numeric
problems as the values in the Q matrix approaches 0. The final value of β should
be high enough to allow the algorithm to converge. Through trial-and-error, the
values used in this thesis is β0 = 0.01, βf = 0.1, and δ = 1.05.
4.2 SoftPOSIT Method with Line Features
Line features have the advantage that it is more robust to partial occlusion when
compared with points. David et. al. propose a method to extend the SoftPOSIT
algorithm to handle line features instead of point features[7]. The idea is to convert
the lines into points and apply the SoftPOSIT method on the points obtained. The
method is described below.
As proposed by David et. al.[7], a line can be defined by two end points. Suppose
a 2D line in the image plane, li, is define by the points pi and p̃i. This line creates a
plane that passes through li and the camera center C (see Figure 4.2). The normal
of the plane is ni = (pi, f) × (p̃i, f). Any point, P on this plane will satisfy the
equation ni
TP = 0.
Figure 4.2: Projection of a line
Suppose this 2D line correspond to the 3D line LOj = {POj , P̃Oj }. The object
has a pose given R and T. The points POj and P̃
O













on the plane. Otherwise, there will be certain distance between 3D points and the
plane, with the distance equals ni
TP. Let the points, Sij and S̃ij be points on the
plane i closest to PCj and P̃
C
j . This gives the equations
Sij = P
C
j − (niTPCj )ni, (4.6)
S̃ij = P̃Cj − (ni
T P̃Cj )ni (4.7)





( ˜Sijx , ˜Sijy)
˜Sijz
(4.8)
Each 3D point pair, POj and P̃
O
j , is matched with every 2D line, li, to produce sij
and s̃ij. For every 3D lines, there are two endpoints. Thus, if there are m 3D model
lines and n detected 2D image lines, there will be 2m 3D object points and a 2nm
2D image points.
The SoftPOSIT method can be used to perform pose estimation on the point sets
instead of the line sets. The match matrix, M, will be calculated from the distance
between the lines instead of the endpoints, and Mij will be used to represent the
match strength between the endpoints of line Lj to line li.
The distance measure should incorporate both the difference in the orientations
between two lines and the separation between the lines. The difference in the
orientation between li and lj is measured by ∆θ(li, lj) = 1− | cos ∠lilj|, where ∠lilj
is the angle between the two lines. Notice that maximum difference in the angle is
−π/2 as reflected by the measurement function. The separation between two lines,
d(li, lj), is defined as the sum of the distance of the endpoints of the projected line,
lj, to the closest point on the image line, li. The distance, dij, measure between
two lines can then be defined as a linear combination of the two measurements:
dij = k∆θ(li, lj) + d(li, lj) (4.9)
where k adjust the relative importance between the orientation and the separation.
However, testings have shown that the incorporation of the difference in the angle is
not necessary. Consider Figure 4.3 where the solid line is the image and the dotted
line is the projection of the model line. Simply considering the distance between
the endpoints is sufficient to represent this error. A difference in the angle between
two lines lead will lead a difference in the separation, making the consideration
on the orientation redundant. Equation 4.9 is included for reference, but for this
thesis, k is set to 0 to reduce the amount of calculation.
4.3 Termination Condition
There is only a fraction of possible initial poses that will lead to a good pose at
convergence. When the SoftPOSIT method converges, it should determine whether
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Figure 4.3: Demonstration of the error between two lines
a good pose is obtained. If not, the algorithm should restart with a different initial
pose.
A good pose can be determined by the number of feature matches the algorithm
is able to obtain. A pair of features is considered a match if it satisfies two condi-
tions. The first condition is that the distance between the two features is within
a threshold, σ. This threshold is dependent on the application and represents the
maximum allowable error for each feature. The second condition involves examin-
ing the match matrix, M. A high value in the match matrix indicates two features
are strongly matched to each other. If the entry, Mij, is highest in the row, it
implies the image feature i is better matched to model feature k than any other
model features. Likewise, if Mij is highest in column k, it implies model feature k
is best matched to image feature i. Therefore, an entry that is highest in both its
row and column indicate that pair of features is best match with each other, and
this is the second condition for a pair to be considered as a match.
The algorithm should terminate when the number of matches equals to or ex-
ceeds the number of features captured in the image. Suppose pd is the percentage
of features from the model detected in the image, then the number of features
detected will equal pdm. In reality, the value of pd is usually not known, but can
often be estimated with some a prior information on the target model and the scene
for pose estimation. Therefore, the algorithm can terminate when the number of
match equals or exceeds tm, which is defined as
tm = ρpdm (4.10)
where 0 < ρ < 1. The purpose of ρ is to account for some amount of errors in
feature detection and the uncertainty in pd. It lowers the requirement for a pose to
be considered as a good pose. Dementhon et al.[8] suggested the value of 0.8 for ρ.
This termination condition is not perfect and may result in a good pose to be
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considered as a bad one or vice versa, but it is fairly reliable if the number of model
features present in the scene is relatively high.
For testing purpose, the value of pd is assumed to be known. For real application,
this value should be estimated.
4.4 Early Search Termination
A problem with the SoftPOSIT method is that the method iterates over a range
of value for β whether the algorithm converges to a good pose or not. However,
it is often possible for a human being to determine whether the algorithm will
converge to a good pose within a few iteration. If the algorithm is able to make
this judgement, then improvement upon the runtime performance can be expected.
The pose estimation of the model should improve upon each iteration, and
distance between two corresponding features should decrease over time. It is noted
that if the algorithm is not converging towards a good pose, the distance tends to
decrease slower. This leads to the proposed solution.
The idea is to find the number of model features that is less than a certain
distance, σ̄, an image feature. If the number is less than tm = ρpdm, terminate the
algorithm early and restart with a different initial pose. Notice that this is basically
a relaxed version of the termination condition mentioned in the previous section.
The value of σ̄ should be sufficiently high in the beginning to prevent the al-
gorithm from terminating early every time it starts. This should decreases over
each iteration and the final value of σ̄ should equal to the threshold, σ, discussed
in the previous section. The SoftPOSIT algorithm tends to converge faster at the
beginning and slower at the end. Therefore, σ̄ should have have this property. With
these conditions in mind, σ̄ is proposed to be inversely proportional to the control





where βf is the final value of β. However, this equation does not allow the initial
value to be adjusted. In the test scenarios performed in section 5.3, this was not
an issue for this thesis and the early termination condition is able to improve the
SoftPOSIT algorithm. If it is desirable to adjust the initial value and the rate of




− σ) + σ (4.12)
where α is a control parameter. Equation 4.12 allows the initial value to be adjusted
with α. It keeps the property that ¯sigma decrease faster in the beginning and have
the final value at ¯sigma = σ. The value of α is dependent on the application. A
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higher value of α increases the initial value of σ̄, which decreases the chance of
the algorithm terminating when it would have eventually converge to a good pose.
A low value of α increases the aggressiveness of the early termination condition,
allowing for more bad pose to be terminated early. Setting α to 1 will give 4.11.
To summarize, the outline of the early search termination is as follows:
1. Project model onto the image with current pose estimate.
2. For each projected model feature, k, find the closest image feature and cal-
culate the distance between the two features and store in matrix, D
3. Set σ̄ = α(
σβf
β
− σ) + σ
4. Count the number of elements in D that are smaller than σ̄
5. If the number is less than ρpdm, restart SoftPOSIT with a different initial
pose. Otherwise continue with the SoftPOSIT algorithm.
4.5 RANSAC
An alternative method for pose estimation is the RANdom SAmple Consensus
(RANSAC) method [12]. The idea of the RANSAC method is to start with the
smallest set of correspondence. In the case of pose estimation, the correspondence of
3 non-collinear points are required. With this initial matching, a pose is estimated.
Any features that are greater than a certain threshold distance from the model are
rejected as outliers. If the number of features close to the model exceeds a certain
number, those features will be use to produce a more refined pose estimation.
Given a number of matching points, the possible locations and the orientations
of the camera can be calculated. The problem of finding the camera position based
on matched image points is known as the Location Determination Problem(LDP).
If the principal point and the focal length of the camera are known, it is possible to
calculate the angle between the lines connecting any pair of image points connecting
to the camera (see Figure 4.4). Therefore an alternate statement of the LDP is:
Given a model containing n points and the angle to every pair of
points from the camera location, find the lengths of line segment join-
ing the camera location to each model point. This is known as the
‘perspective-n-point’ problem (PnP).
The RANSAC method uses the minimum number of points required to initiate
the pose estimation. The P1P (n = 1) and the P2P (n = 2) problems have an
infinite number of solutions. The P3P problem does not give unique solution, but
the number of solutions is limited to a maximum of 4. Therefore, the RANSAC
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Figure 4.4: Geometry of Location Determination Problem
method uses 3 points for correspondence. The P3P (n = 3) requires the determina-
tion of 3 edges of a tetrahedron given the dimension of the base and the face angle
of the opposing corner. The solution to the P3P problem is shown in appendix B.
Readers can also refer to Fishcler[12] for details.
The outline of the RANSAC algorithm is shown below:
1. Randomly select 3 image points and 3 model points.
2. Solve the P3P problem as described in appendix A to get a pose estimation
3. Apply pose estimation to the model and calculate the distance of each model
point to the closest point in the image.
4. Consider all points with distance within certain threshold as inliers and use
the POSIT method to solve for a pose.
5. Repeat until a good pose is found based on the termination condition de-
scribed in section 4.3.
4.6 Simulated Annealing
Since pose estimation can be treated as an optimization problem, it is logical to
assume a global optimization technique may be able to provide a suitable pose
estimation. Simulated annealing (SA) is one such technique and was chosen to test
this approach. This approach was explored by Starnik and Backer[31]. It attempts
to escape from local minimum by allowing the error of a solution to increase from
the previous solution with a probabilistic chance. The idea of simulated annealing
is an analogy of physical annealing process used for metal treatment.
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The SA approach focuses on finding the correspondence instead of the pose. A
solution is represented by a list, s, of size m, where m is the number of features
in the model. The entry, si of the list represent the matching assigned to model
feature i. si = j means that model feature i is matched with image feature j. A
value of 0 indicates the model feature is not matched to any features in the image.
A new neighbour solution, snew is created by one of the following:
1. Swap the matches of two features by swapping two entries in s.
2. Remove a match for a feature by setting an entry in s to 0.
3. Create a match for an unmatched features by setting a zero entry in s to a
non-zero value that is not already in s.
It should be ensured that none of the model features are matched to the same
image feature.
SA is controlled by the temperature parameter, T . The value of T is set to an
initial value of T0 at the beginning and updated according to the cooling schedule.
A random solution is created at the start of the algorithm and the error, E, is








dmax, if li = 0
d(i, li), otherwise
(4.14)
d(i, li) is the distance measure between model feature i and image feature li. dmax
is the maximum distance where a match is considered acceptable. A match with
distance higher than dmax means it is better for the model feature to be unmatched
instead.
At each step of SA, a nearby solution is tested. If the solution has a lower error
than the previous one, the new solution is accepted and replaces the old one. If
the solution has a higher error, then there is a probability that this solution is still
accepted. The probability depends on the difference in the error between the new







where E is the original error, Enew is the error of the new solution. A higher
difference in error and lower temperature will decrease the probability of accepting
a solution.
At each value of T , N solutions are created and tested. N is determined through
trial-and-error, and N = 30 was found to provide good performance for this thesis.
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The acceptance rate, α, is the fraction of solutions that are accepted. After N
solutions are tested, the temperature is modified based on the cooling schedule. T
will decrease, which implies the probability of accepting a solution decreases over
time. An adaptive cooling schedule is employed. The idea of this adaptive approach
is that if many of the solutions are accepted, then the algorithm is most likely just
accepting many random solutions. If few solutions are accepted, the algorithm
is stuck in a local minimum. Therefore, the cooling of the temperature is set in
attempt to keep the acceptance rate at a certain level. If the acceptance rate is too
high, the temperature will drop rapidly. Whereas if the acceptance rate is too low,




Tiδ1, if α > 0.5
Tiδ2, if α ≤ 0.5
(4.16)
The value of δ1 and δ2 is to be tweaked based on testing with 1 < δ1 < δ2 < 0.
The value of δ1 = 0.9, δ2 = 0.97 and T0 = 100 was found to provide the good
performance for this thesis. However, it should be noted that extensive testing was
not performed to find the optimal value.
The procedure of SA is as follows:
1. Initialize T ← T0
2. Create random initial solution, s
3. Find neighbour solution of snew and replace s with snew
4. Calculate a pose based on the correspondence and calculated an error, Enew,
from the projected model
5. If new error is less than or equal previous error, accept new solution
6. If new error is greater than previous error, accept the solution with probability
P = exp( (Enew−E)
T
)
7. Repeat from step 3, N number of times
8. Calculate acceptance rate for the current temperature
9. Update temperature based on acceptance rate
10. Determine if the solution is good using the termination condition described
in previous section
11. Repeat from step 3 until a good solution is found or T ≤ Tf
The three methods described (SoftPOSIT, RANSAC and simulated annealing)




Three solutions for simultaneous pose and correspondence problem are described
in the previous chapter. It is necessary to test their performances in solving the
pose estimation problem. A Monte Carlo simulation is used for most tests. There
are a few issues that need to be examined. The first test compares the performance
between using lines as features and points as were examined. Then, the effective-
ness of the early termination condition for the SoftPOSIT method is tested. A
comparison is drawn between the SoftPOSIT method, RANSAC and SA.
This thesis also examine the feasibility of the solutions in a more realistic en-
vironment. CAD models are produced to see if the SoftPOSIT method is able to
retrieve a good pose from an image of the models. An example of the SoftPOSIT
algorithm being used on a photograph is also given.
The testing method and results are given in this chapter.
5.1 Testing Method
The three algorithms described in the previous chapter are tested using Monte
Carlo simulation. The simulations are based on a number of parameters and they
are similar to the simulations used by Dementhon et al. [8] for their evaluation of
the SoftPOSIT method.
The parameters are N , m, pd, pc. N is the number of trials performed for each
combination of the other parameters. m is the number of features in the model.
The features may be lines or points. pd is the percentage of model features detected
in the image. This is to simulate the possibility of occlusion and the fact that an
image processing algorithm may not be able to detect all features in the image. pc
is the percentage of feature in the image does not belong to the 3D model. This
parameter simulate additional features, or clutter, that may be found in a real life
environment.
The simulation is created by assuming a lab environment where the object size
is less than 0.2m × 0.2m × 0.2m and the camera has a focal length of 4mm,
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or 4 × 10−3m. The object size is approximately the size of a human hand and
such focal length is found in typical low speed camera that one might use for visual
servoing. For each simulation, a 3D model is generated by placing random uniformly
distributed features in a 0.2×0.2×0.2 unit area. A random translation and rotation
is generated and applied to the model. The translation is constrained such that the
model stays within the view of the camera. The transformed model is projected
onto an 2D plane using a focal length of 4 × 10−3 unit to generated the image. A
number of features will be removed from image and/or extra features added based
on the parameter pd and pc respectively. An algorithm will be executed with the
3D model features and 2D image features as input to determine the pose of the
transformed model, and the result will be evaluated to determine if the algorithm
has executed successfully.
To determine if the transformation obtained is successful, the 3D model is trans-
formed with the pose retrieved and projected using the same focal length to gener-
ated another image. The two images are compared. The transformation is good if
each feature of the 3D model that is present in the original image is within a certain
threshold distance of the same feature in the newly obtained image. Figure 5.1 and
5.2 display some examples of the test images with successful matches. These two
figures provide a visual illustration on how the value of pd and pc affects the image.
In both figures, a circle marker represents the image feature and a cross represents
the projection of the model features. Slight errors are acceptable as visual servoing
applicable usually have a small tolerance on the initial pose of the object.
A time limit is imposed on the evaluation. Each test is allowed to run for 30
seconds on an Intel Core 2 duo 2.4 GHz processor. 30 seconds is considered to be
a reasonable time as a part of the initialization of a real time application. The
algorithms may terminate before the 30 seconds time limit if it determines that a
good pose is found, but if 30 seconds have passed and a good pose is not yet found,
the algorithm is forced to stop and the test is considered as a failure.
5.2 Line vs Points
The choice of feature should be dependent on a number of factors. One of factors
is if the chosen feature can be reliably extracted from an image and the accuracy
of the measurement of the extracted feature. While this is an important factor,
the focus of this research is the pose estimation after features are obtained and the
image processing aspect will not be discussed in detail.
Even ignoring the image processing aspect, the choice of feature still has an
impact on the performance of an algorithm as shown in this section. A point
feature is simple and allows for fast calculations. When used with the SoftPOSIT
method, each iteration is executed in a shorter time. Naturally, one may assume
points features will perform better than lines if the properties of feature detection
is ignored.
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(a) pd=0.8, pc=0.2 (b) pd=0.6, pc=0.2
(c) pd=0.8, pc=0.4 (d) pd=0.6, pc=0.4
Figure 5.1: Samples of successful pose estimation with lines as features
However, it is found that this is not the case in reality. A point feature contains
less information than a line, making it more difficult to differentiate between two
different points. Figure 5.3 is used to illustrate this point. Figure 5.3(a) is an
image showing the projection of the model in a given pose onto the image. In such
a situation, one may easily associate each of the model points with a unique image
point and guess that the pose will eventually converge. However, when lines are
added to connect the points, it can be seen that the pose estimate is obviously
different from the correct pose of the model.
Another reason that lines may perform better is that lines allow the algorithm
to converge faster. Consider the situation in Figure 5.4 where triangle ABC should
be matched with triangle XYZ. The distance between point A to point X is the
same as the distance between distance to point Y. Both point X and Y will try
to ”pull” point A towards itself. Eventually, the triangle will move towards the
left due to the other points, but it will require a few iterations before point A is
strongly matched with point X. On the other hand, due to the difference in the
orientation, line AC would be considered a much better to line XZ than line XY
or line ZY. Therefore, line AC will be strongly matched with XY right from the
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(a) pd=0.8, pc=0.2 (b) pd=0.6, pc=0.2
(c) pd=0.8, pc=0.4 (d) pd=0.6, pc=0.4
Figure 5.2: Sample of successful pose estimation with points as features
(a) The image points are marked by ◦, projec-
tion of the model points are marked by x
(b) Same projection with lines connecting the
points
Figure 5.3: Visual comparison between using points as features and lines as features
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Figure 5.4: Attempt to match triangle ABC to triangle XYZ
beginning, allow the algorithm to converge with fewer iterations. Such situations
often occur during pose estimation. Since all the points are very similar, a model
point is often weakly matched with multiple image points. The extra information
in a line often allows a model line to be strongly matched with fewer image lines.
Test results also supports this theory. When using points as features, the Soft-
POSIT method has to run more iterations for it to converge (i.e. βf has to be
increased). Otherwise, the termination condition does not perform well as the al-
gorithm is still converging when the condition is reached, which result in a lot of
false positives.
Figure 5.5 shows the difference in success rate between using points and lines.
A lot of the failures when using points are the result of finding a false positive for
the pose. This is especially significant when the number of points is low. Increasing
clutter or occlusion also affects points more than lines. The improvement of using
lines can be seen under all situations tested.
5.3 Effectiveness of Early Termination Condition
To test the effectiveness of the early termination condition, the Monte Carlo method
described in previous section is used. The clutter level and the percentage of oc-
clusion is set in each test, and the number of lines are varied.
The early termination condition should be able to detect failing cases earlier
and restart the algorithm with a new initial pose. Therefore, the number of initial
poses tested should increase. Figure 5.6 compares the difference in the number of
initial poses between the SoftPOSIT method with and without the early termination
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.5: Comparison of success rate between using lines and points as feature
condition. For a low number of features, it can be seen that the number of initial
poses tested increased by as much as 5 times with early termination. It may be
more appropriate to consider the number of random starts only for the failed cases.
When the algorithm is able to find the correct pose quickly, the early termination
condition would allow the algorithm to execute faster, but would not increase the
number of random starts. Figure 5.7 shows the number of random starts only for
the failed cases. This is essentially the number of initial poses that are tested within
30 seconds. It can be seen the early termination conditions allow the SoftPOSIT
method to test approximately 30-50% more poses. The missing data in 5.7(a) is
caused by the test cases having a 100% success rate.
As a result, the early termination condition allows SoftPOSIT method to in-
crease the success rate slightly. The increase in the number of tested pose allowed
approximately 5% more cases to become successful. The difference between success
rate is shown in Figure 5.8.
A more significant impact is the time requirement of the algorithm. The early
termination of decreases the amount of time spent in exploring failed cases. This
decreases the running time of the algorithm by as much as 50%. A detail comparison
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.6: Comparison of the number of random starts with and without early
termination
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.7: Comparison of the number of random starts between with and without
early termination for cases that failed
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.8: Comparison of success rate between with and without early termination
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.9: Comparison of time taken between with and without early termination
between the running time can be found in Figure 5.9.
5.4 Analysis of the SoftPOSIT Method
To analyse the effectiveness of the SoftPOSIT method, the Monte Carlo test is
performed under various value for m, pd and pc. Figure 5.10 shows the success rate
of the algorithm.
It should be noted that the algorithm performs well when clutter is low. When
there is no clutter, the SoftPOSIT method is able to find the correct pose in nearly
all cases. When pc is equal to 0.2, the algorithm has still has over 80% success rate
even when 40% of the features are missing. This is significant because occlusion is
inevitable. Under most scenarios, only a portion of the model is visible from a single
point of view. Therefore, even if the feature detection method is perfect, there will
still be missing features. On the other hand, it is possible to control the amount
of clutter. The pose estimation may be performed in a controlled environment
where the background is very simple. This may also be achieved through an image
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(a) pc = 0.0 (b) pc = 0.2
(c) pc = 0.4
Figure 5.10: Success rate for SoftPOSIT method
segmentation algorithm to automatically detect the area of the image that contains
the model. If complete automation is not necessary, the user may be asked to
manually select this area to assist pose estimation.
When clutter is high, the success rate tends to decrease as shown in Figure
5.10(c). The high clutter affects the algorithm most when there is less useful features
in the image. When pd = 1.0, the success rate decrease as the number of features
increases. This is because increasing the number of features increases the processing
time of the algorithm. Fewer random starts can be made, thus decreasing the
chances of success. However, if there is enough features in the model, having some
missing features actually improve the algorithm as it improves the running time
as can be seen in 5.10(c). Further decreasing the number of visible features will
again lead to the decrease of success rate as it increases the chance of the algorithm
finding an incorrect correspondence.
Figure 5.11 shows the running time of the algorithm. The running time is
correlated to the success rate. The SoftPOSIT method is allowed only 30 seconds
to find the correct pose. If a test failed, it implies the full 30 seconds are used.
If the pose can be found easily such as in the ideal condition where there is no
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(a) pc = 0.0 (b) pc = 0.2
(c) pc = 0.4
Figure 5.11: Time taken for SoftPOSIT method
occlusion or clutter, the running time increases as the number of features increases.
5.5 Comparison of Different Pose Estimation Method
A number of test are ran on the algorithms described in the thesis to determine their
effectiveness. The tests are performed using the Monte Carlo method described with
varying level of m, pc and pd. A random 3D model with a set number of lines are
generated. Random translations and rotations applied to the model and projected
onto an image plane. Figure 5.12 displays the success rate of each method.
In comparison with other methods, the SoftPOSIT performs well when the
number of feature increases. The RANSAC favours a low feature count. It is
also advantageous when the number of missing features are high. Having a high
occlusion rate decreases the number of features in the image and increases the
number of correspondence tested by the RANSAC method. It shows that RANSAC
performs best with high occlusion and low clutter, in contrast to SoftPOSIT which
tends to perform better at low occlusion and low clutter.
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.12: Comparison of success rate between different methods
The performance of RANSAC degrades rapidly as the number of feature in-
creases. At 15 features, RANSAC still outperforms SoftPOSIT when the occlusion
rate is high. At 20 features and above, SoftPOSIT performs better than RANSAC
even under high occlusion condition. Figure 5.13 shows the running time of the
different methods and it shows similar trend as the success rate. It can be seen
that the running time of RANSAC directly correlates to the number of features
and increases rapidly as the number of features increases. Whereas the relation be-
tween running time and the number of features is more obscure for the SoftPOSIT
method, with the running time remaining relatively stable for the range of tests
performed.
Unfortunately, the performance of simulated annealing is very unsatisfactory.
The main reason for this is most likely due to the large search space for the solution
in SA. For RANSAC, it is sufficient to find 3 correct correspondences. SA on the
other hand attempts to find the complete correspondence as the solution. Even if
it is assumed that all features have to be matched, the solution space have a size of
n!/(n−m)!, where n is the number of image feature and m is the number of model
features. The actual search space is even larger as it is possible for a model feature
to be unmatched. The solution space is too large to be searched within 30 seconds,
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(a) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.8 (b) pc = 0.2, pd = 0.6
(c) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.8 (d) pc = 0.4, pd = 0.6
Figure 5.13: Comparison of time taken between different methods
leading to the poor performance of SA. The running time of SA is not compared as
the data is relatively meaningless. Due to the high failure rate, the average running
time of the algorithm is close to the time limit of 30 seconds.
The results suggest that the SoftPOSIT algorithm is a solid algorithm under a
large variety of situations. It shows its strength in the high feature count scenario.
As mentioned previously, the main concern is the low clutter situations as there
are various techniques to remove clutter. The SoftPOSIT algorithm outperforms
other competitors in terms of both speed and success rate when the feature count
is 20 or above. Considering that even a simple 3D objects like a cube contains 12
lines, it is reasonable to assume most real life object would be described by close
to 20 lines or more. This means the SoftPOSIT method would be more likely to be
the algorithm of choice when compared with the other two algorithms tested. Of
course, it is necessary to consider the situation of which pose estimation is required.
If the target model is very simple and can be described by less than 20 lines, then
RANSAC may be a more suitable contender.
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5.6 CAD Model Testing
In order to produce a test that closer resembles real life scenarios, a different ap-
proach is used. A number of simple CAD models are created. The model are
rendered into an image to simulate a photo from camera. An example of an image
is the L-shaped object shown in Figure 5.14.
A Canny edge detector[3] is used on the image to produce an edge map shown
in Figure 5.15(a), and the lines are detected using the standard Hough transform
[11]. The black lines in Figure 5.15(b) shows the lines the are detected from the
image.
Figure 5.14: A sample of model used
(a) Edge map of the model (b) Lines detected from the model
Figure 5.15: Edge map created by Canny edge detector and lines detected with
Hough transform
It can be seen that the Canny edge detector is able to produce an accurate edge
map for the image. Unfortunately, the performance of the Hough transform is less
than ideal. A few obvious lines of the model are missing and more importantly,
some long lines are separated into a number of small line.
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These conditions makes it more difficult for the SoftPOSIT method to find the
pose. An additional difficulty is present as the model look similar in appearance
under different pose. For example, as the model is rotated 90◦ along the center line
of the long side of the L shape, most of the lines on the long side will overlap. This
causes the algorithm to think there is a very good correspondence for a number of
lines, when there are actually incorrectly matched. The existence of many parallel
lines makes it a lot easier for a model line to match to an image line incorrectly.
However, a scene like that is still simple enough, and the SoftPOSIT method is
able to reliably retrieve the pose of the object within the 30 seconds limit. Figure
5.16 shows a sample of a successful pose estimate. The solid black line shows the
projection of the model using the retrieved pose.
Figure 5.16: A successful pose estimation
Notice that there is some inaccuracy in the pose estimate, but it should be good
enough as the initialization for visual servoing.
5.7 Real Life Image
In order to test the feasibility of the algorithm in a real life environment, a picture
of a target object is taken. The photograph is shown in Figure 5.17. Lines are
extracted using the Canny edge detector and Hough transform as in the previous
section. Then SoftPOSIT method was executed on the detected lines in attempt
to retrieve the pose.
In addition the problems encountered with the CAD model, the quality of the
photograph adds an additional difficulty to the problem. This leads to a very poor
line detection as shown in Figure 5.18. The white lines are the lines that were
detected from the image. Some of the edges are missing and there are cases where
multiple lines are detected when it should have been a single line. Clearly, more
research needs to be spent on finding an optimal line detection algorithm.
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Figure 5.17: Photograph of a model
Figure 5.18: Line detected from the photograph
To prove that the SoftPOSIT method works if such algorithm is found, the line
detection is performed manually by a human being. Figure 5.19 shows the manually
detected lines. Figure 5.20 shows the correct pose found by the algorithm.
This test shows that the SoftPOSIT method is limited by the performance of
the line detection method. It is able to retrieve a good pose if the lines are detected
correctly. A poor line detector often results in missing lines or addition clutter,
both of which impact the performance of the SoftPOSIT algorithm. More reliable
algorithms should exist, but more research is needed to find one that is suitable for
solving the pose estimation problem.
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Figure 5.19: Ideal line detection
Figure 5.20: Correct pose of the model
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Further Work
6.1 Conclusions
In this research, various methods for performing pose estimation were examined.
Specifically, the purpose of the pose estimation is designed for initialization of a
visual servoing system. The simultaneous pose and correspondence problem is
separated into the pose estimation problem and the correspondence problem. The
pose estimation with correspondence problem was first investigated.
The Gauss-Newton method and the POSIT method were examined as the solu-
tion to the pose estimation problem. Iterative methods were chosen as they can be
modified to solve for the pose when the correspondence is unknown. Experiments
have shown that POSIT method outperforms the Gauss-Newton method in terms
of both the speed and accuracy. It is capable of retrieving 100% of the pose. This
promising results lead to further research with the POSIT method as the base of
the solution.
The SoftPOSIT method became the focus of the research. It is a method that
alternates between solving for the pose problem and then solving the correspon-
dence. An initial pose is assumed. Using the initial pose, a correspondence matrix
is calculated based on the distances between an image feature and the projected
feature of the model. The Sinkhorn’s method is used to ensure the matrix is dou-
bly stochastic. With this correspondence, a pose is calculated using the POSIT
method, thus giving better pose estimation. The new pose gives rise to a new
correspondence and the process is repeated until the algorithm converges.
To improve upon this method, a new early termination condition is developed.
This forces another pose to be examined if it seems unlikely that the algorithm will
converge to a correct pose. The termination condition checks the number of model
features that are within certain distance from an image feature. If this number
is below a certain value, the algorithm terminates and starts with another initial
guess. As the algorithm runs, the distance between features should decrease, thus
the threshold distance will also decrease. The use of this termination condition
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allows a slight increase in the success rate of the algorithm and the significantly
improves upon the running time.
An investigation was carried out to determine the type of feature to be used.
The features that were considered were points and lines. A Monte Carlo test was
performed. A random model made of either line or point features was generated.
The model was transformed and projected onto a 2D plane. Some features were
removed while some other extra erroneous features were added. The SoftPOSIT
method was executed in attempt to find the transformation that was performed.
The test results show that using line features is preferable as it reduces the number
of iterations required for the algorithm to achieve the same accuracy. It also reduces
the chance of false positives.
The SoftPOSIT method is also tested against alternative methods which in-
cludes the RANSAC algorithm and simulated annealing. The Monte Carlo method
is used again to for the purpose of testing. The SoftPOSIT method is proven to
be more successful in finding the correct pose under high feature count environ-
ment, whereas RANSAC performs slightly better when the feature count is low.
Simulated annealing underperformed in all scenarios tested.
While both the SoftPOSIT method and the RANSAC method have solid per-
formance, application to real world environment is limited by the performance of
the feature detection algorithm. More research is required to find a reliable method
to detect the required feature.
6.2 Further Work
While results suggest the SoftPOSIT algorithm is a decent method of retrieving
pose in a relatively short time, there are many areas which can be improved on. An
obvious one is the physical implementation of the work in a visual servoing system.
The tests performed in the research was implemented in MATLAB as a simulation.
Implementing and optimizing the algorithm in a native machine language should
theoretically improve performance.
Another improvement to consider is the calculation of occlusion. The calcula-
tion of the correspondence matrix is based upon the projection of the model on
a 2D plane. Typically, some features will be occluded by the object itself. De-
spite this, the correspondence calculation does not discount the occluded features.
This increases the chance of a feature mismatch and reduces the convergence rate.
Given certain pose, it is not difficult to determine which features should have been
occluded. Once the occluded features are determined, they can be eliminated from
the correspondence calculation. Investigation should be carried out to determine
how this will affect the effectiveness of the algorithm. However, this will most likely
require the use of a graphics processing unit or specialized hardware in order to
achieve a satisfactory performance.
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The feature choice is also a point for consideration. A typical real life object
contains many curves rather than straight lines and points. Thus, this algorithm
will not be suitable for many objects. If features such as curves and texture can
be incorporated, it may allow pose estimation to be performed on a much greater
variety of items. It should also be possible to incorporate different types of features
into the algorithm instead of using just a single type. Multiple features types allows
a target to be described with higher accuracy.
Another way to consider multiple feature types is how they interact with each
other. Two corners may be connected by an edge. Therefore, knowing the cor-
respondence of one feature may lead to the correspondence of another feature. It
may be possible to determine a much better correspondence by studying how the
features connect to each other in the image.
For this thesis, a single image of the model is used. It is possible for the
system to take a series of images and produce a 3D model from multiple images.
Having a 3D representation of the scene make the pose estimation process easier
as the perspective projection of the model do not need to be considered. However,
additional time is require to take multiple images and the 3D representation may
not be accurate. It would be worth comparing the difference in the performance of
the two different approaches.
When a feature is detected, much information about the feature is dropped. For
example, the color or texture around a feature may allow the correspondence to be
identified. The angles between the lines that forms a corner can provide indication
about the orientation of the model. Ignoring such details removes some information
that could contribute to retrieving the pose of the object.
Finally, as mentioned through the thesis, the reliability of the feature detection
algorithm is an important factor for pose estimation. Such algorithm may already
exist, and further investigation should be performed in order to produce a capable
visual servoing system.
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Appendix A - Minimization for
Weighted Least Squares
Suppose, given a linear system such that there is a set of data found upon n
observations, y, and a set of m parameters, β, the error, r, is defined by
r = Xβ − y (1)
where X is a n × m matrix which defines the model of the linear system. If the




is the minimized, it is well known that β would satisfy the equation
XTXβ = XTy (3)
If some of the error is known to have higher certainty, a weighted sum of square






where wi represents the weighting of error i. Then, β will satisfy the equation
(XTWX)β = XTWy (5)
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Appendix B - Solution to P3P
Problem
Figure 1: Geometry of the P3P problem
The solution to the P3P problem is presented for the convenience of the reader.
It can also found in Fishcler[12]. Given the three sides of the base of a tetrahedron
(Rab, Rbc, Rac) and the corresponding angles to each side (θab, θbc, θac) as shown
in Figure 1, the problem is to find the lengths of the three remaining sides of the
tetrahedron (a, b, c).
A solution can be obtained by solving the following system of equations:
(Rab)
2 = a2 + b2 − 2ab cos(θab) (9)
(Rac)
2 = a2 + c2 − 2ac cos(θac) (10)
(Rbc)
2 = b2 + c2 − 2bc cos(θbc) (11)
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Let x = b/a and y = c/a gives:
(Rab)
2 = a2 + x2a2 − 2a2x cos(θab) (12)
(Rac)
2 = a2 + y2a2 − 2a2y cos(θac) (13)
(Rbc)
2 = x2a2 + y2a2 − 2a2xy cos(θbc) (14)
Equations 12 and 14 give:
(Rbc)
2[1 + x2 − 2x cos(θab)] = (Rab)2[x2 + y2 − 2xy cos(θbc)] (15)
Equations 13 and 14 give:
(Rbc)
2[1 + y2 − 2y cos(θac)] = (Rac)2[x2 + y2 − 2xy cos(θbc)] (16)
Let K1 = (Rbc)
2/(Rac)
2 and K2 = (Rbc)
2/(Rab)
2. Substituting into equations 16
and 15 gives:
0 = y2(1−K1) + 2[K1 cos(θac)]y − x cos(θbc) + x2 −K1 (17)
0 = y2 + 2[−x cos(θbc)]y + [x2(1−K2) + 2xK2 cos(θab)] (18)
Now, 17 and 18 have the form:
0 = my2 + py + q, (19)




p = 2K1 cos(θac)
q = −x cos(θbc) + x2 −K1
m′ = 1
p′ = −2x cos(θbc)
q′ = x2(1−K2) + 2xK2 cos(θab)
Multiply 19 by m′ and 20 by m and subtracting gives:
0 = (pm′ − p′m)(y) + (m′q −mq′) (22)
Multiply 19 by q′ and 20 by q, subtracting, then divide by y gives:
0 = (m′q −mq′)(y) + (p′q − pq′) (23)
Multiply Equation 22 by (m′q−mq′) and Equation 23 by (pm′−p′m), and subtract
to obtain:
0 = (m′q −mq′)2 − (pm′ − p′m)(p′q − pq′) (24)
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G4 = (K1K2 −K1 −K2)2 − 4K1K2 cos(θbc)
G3 = 4(K1K2 −K1 −K2)(K2)(1−K1) cos(θab)
+4K1 cos(θbc)[(K1K2 +K2 −K1) cos(θac)
+2K2 cos(θab) cos(θbc)]
G2 = [2K2(1−K1) cos(θab)]2 + 2(K1K2 +K1 −K2)(K1K2 −K1 −K2)
+4K1[(K1 −K2) cos2(θbc) + (1−K2)(K1) cos2(θac)
−2K2(1 +K1) cos(θab) cos(θac)cos(θbc)]
G1 = 4(K1K2 +K1 −K2)(K2)(1−K1) cos(θab)
+4K1[(K1K2 −K1 +K2) cos(θac) cos(θbc)
+2K1K2 cos(θab) cos
2(θac)]
GO = (K1K2 +K1 −K2)2 − 4(K21)(K2) cos(θac)2 (26)
Equation 25 is a quartic equation can be solved with closed form. For each positive




x2 − 2x cos(θab) + 1
(27)
Recall that x = a/b, thus
b = ax (28)












Each value of y gives a value of c:
c = ya (31)
When values of y are obtained from Equation 13 rather than Equation 29, the
resulting solutions must be shown to satisfy Equation 11 before it can be accepted.
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